OASIS AMQP Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee

Minutes of the Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee

Monday, 13th of February 2017

Chair(s)       Steve Huston

Members in Attendance:

Steve Huston     Individual     Timothy Bish     Red Hat
John Fallows     Kaazing        Robbie Gemmell    Red Hat
Rob Godfrey      Red Hat        Stefan Hagen      Individual
Alex Kritikos    Software AG    Jakub Scholz      Deutsche Boerse
Wolf Tombe       US DHS          Keith Wall        JP Morgan

Observers in Attendance:

None
**Agenda**

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Roll Call
3. Approve past minutes
4. JMS (Robbie Gemmell)
5. Any other business
6. Adjourn

**Notes:**

1. **Welcome and call to order**
   Meeting opened at 10:05am EDT.

2. **Roll Call**
   As noted above and updated on the roster. Meeting is quorate.

3. **Approve past minutes**
   Minutes from January 30, 2017 meeting approved.

4. **JMS (Robbie Gemmell)**
   WD7 released last week; discussion occurring on email list. Further discussion needed around JMS selectors, especially relative to IDs. Robbie will raise two more JIRAs related to:
   - Delivery delay update
   - Shared subscriptions (JMS 2.0)

John Fallows raised question about how to handle cases that are valid AMQP but outside defined JMS. Rob Godfrey argued that OASIS mapping spec should not dictate how to handle AMQP data/message types that don’t have direct JMS counterparts; product documentation should state how each implementation handles those cases.
Steve has a schedule conflict at next scheduled TC meeting, February 27. Callers agreed to postpone next TC meeting to March 13, 2017. Robbie plans to be able to produce two more working drafts in the interim with discussion to take place on the email list.

5. **Any other business**
   Discussion of how to handle upcoming daylight savings time change. Agreed to leave calls scheduled on US time as they are today.

Meeting was closed at 10:48am EDT.

Next meeting is scheduled for Monday, March 13, 2017.